What has Focus for Health been up to?

We went to visit the Pennsylvania Horticulture Society's Workforce Development Program: Roots to Reentry where those seeking employment in the horticultural and landscape industries participate in a 6-week training program. Learn more here.

We were proud to sponsor and attend a 5k race hosted by one of our newer partners, the Black and Missing Foundation. They work to bring awareness to missing people of color who are disproportionately marginalized by the national media. Click Here to learn more.

Let us know of events that your organization is hosting so that we can try to come to see your work!

Barry launched a third foundation, Focus Central America. You can learn more about it here.

FFH, FCA & SFF meet in Africa

To continue to learn and grow together, members of the team from Focus Central America and Focus for Health went to visit some of the Segal Family Foundation staff in Africa. Learn more about Segal Family Foundation.

Capacity Building Opportunity

Board Governance Webinar:
Part 2 on June 7 at 1:30 EST

We are inviting all grantees to join.
a webinar titled, Boards and Management: everything you want to know and were too afraid to ask

*Join Here*

---

**Grantee Partner Summit 2022**

We invite all Focus for Health partners to join us in Jersey City from October 12-14. We’d love your input, if you’re interested in helping us plan the conference *email Dana*

---

We wrote an article on the Science of Happiness for May Mental Health Awareness Month *Read it here*

---

Miss a newsletter? Check out our past newsletters *here*...

Follow Us